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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this talk I shall emphasize two distinct large scale patterns that lead to the same final pattern, at least locally, that causes heat waves over California. Since two paths lead to the same outcome, this photo of a river junction is a metaphor. My talk will use a specific example but emphasize applying some statistics and dynamics to observed and simulated heat waves.Abstract:Understanding the mechanisms how Californian Central Valley (CCV) extreme hot spells develop is very important since the events have major impacts on the economy and human safety. Based on temporal and spatial changes of large scale meteorological patterns (LSMPs), 28 extreme summer hot spells during 1977 to 2010 are roughly divided to two clusters: one is locally formed hot spells with rapid development, and the other develops in Northwest America, has wider coverage and advects heat over the CCV region. Adiabatic heating of air by anomalous sinking motion and its horizontal advection is the main local heating mechanism for both clusters, but the spatial distribution of sinking and horizontal flow is often distinct. A ridge-trough-ridge LSMP spanning the North Pacific is built by wave activity flux traveling across North Pacific in the first group. In the second group the LSMP is in place but further north when sinking and advection expand the coast ridge south over the region. Trajectory analysis shows most air parcels sink from upper layers to the west of the CCV where prior work finds the largest temperature anomaly (northern California coast). However, the trajectory origins differ between the two groups: the first group from the far west, the second group often from the desert southwest. For this symposium, we test the robustness of the CCV hot spells clustering by comparing several reanalyses and we assess the relative contributions of diabatic and adiabatic processes in the two clusters of events.



Outline 
1. Introduction 

– Region 
– LSMP 
– Backwards 

trajectories 
2. Two types: 

– Clustering  
– WAF 
– Pacific jet stream 

3. Cluster projections  
4. Models simulations 

– Projections 
– LSMPs 

5. Summary 
Anna Grotjahn on 5.10 pitch in UT © R. Grotjahn 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We shall cover these topics. Model results will be shown if time permits



1. Introduction 

• California Central Valley 
(CCV) example events 

• CCV HW extreme events: 
– 3 day minimum 
– majority of valley >95th % 

• Though ephemeral, they can 
be important for climate. 
– Can have big impact upon 

crops, infrastructure, people. 
– Might not show up on monthly 

means. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The California Central Valley (CCV) is the brown ovalHeat waves must affect the whole valley, for at least 3 days, >95th percentile. 



California Heat Waves LSMPs 
• Extreme heat has 

large scale 
meteorological 
pattern (LSMP) in 
many variables. 
 

• Wave train spans 
Pacific and beyond 

• Temperature LSMP 
affects the whole 
US West Coast. 
 

• Shown: 850hPa T 
@ heat wave onset 

Grotjahn and Faure (2008, Wea Anal Fcst) 

Shading is bootstrap significance  
Yellow >98.5%, Blue < 1.5% 
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LSMPs for N. America in Grotjahn et al. (2015; Climate Dyn.) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Extreme heat has large scale meteorological pattern (LSMP) in many variables.Wave train spans Pacific and beyondThe temperature LSMP affects the whole US West Coast and is centered along the coastline. 



Calculating Backwards Trajectories 
• Air parcels that arrive in 

center of thermal low (red 
rectangle) are traced 
backwards in time 

• Trajectories sort into two 
(or more) groups 

Average paths over 4 days 
 for 28 events 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The trajectories are traced backwards from a key region: where the temperature anomaly is maximum at and off the coast. Why is that region important? First it is the center of the upper air thermal anomaly found in ALL events. Second, dynamically, the thermal trough at the coast creates an offshore PGF that blocks a cooling sea breeze. 



2. Clusters: 
Two Paths to the Same End 

Junction of 2 washes in Bryce Canyon UT © R. Grotjahn 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Like these two washes that reach the same point, those trajectories seem to show 2 paths to the same end.   So that leads to the cluster analysis that I describe next.



Trajectories => Clusters 
• Cluster analysis refined membership of which group 
• The two groups are color coded.  
• Red: cluster 1: crosses Pacific, strong westerly component 
• Blue: cluster 2: more local, often with easterly component 

Average paths for 28 events 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Each path is an average of 6 individual trajectories. The 28 average paths seem to separate into two groups: Type 1 (red) coming from the west. Type 2, (blue) more local, most from the east or SE direction.This led us to make an initial division into two groups. This division was refined using cluster analysis.



K-means Cluster Analysis 
• Tested K=2, 3, 4.  
• Few members in more than 2 

clusters, hence k=2 for this  
• Procedure: 

– divide events into two initial groups 
based on trajectories 

– nearly all trajectories (all average 
paths) remain between 500 and 
850 hPa. So, examine lower 
tropospheric composites; identify 
areas where the two composites 
have very different properties. 

– select a few area, level, variable, & 
time to onset combinations where 
initial groups strongly differ 

– 700 hPa zonal wind at 2 days lead, 
600 hPa temperature at 2 days 
lead, 700 hPa temperature at 1 day 
lead over 150W-100W, 20N-60N 
domain. 

 

Cluster means: Temperature anomalies; zonal 
wind anomalies at indicated day before onset. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We used cluster analysis (described in the fine print!) with the quantities on 3 maps plotted.     We tested k=2, 3, and 4. Using 3 and 4, resulted in most of the same events being in the same 2 clusters as before, with only a few in the additional clusters. In this situation, it was quite clear that k=2 was optimal. The maps are stitched together for each event. The grouping is done by an algorithm that tests placing each event into each of the groups and attempts to find the membership in the groups that minimizes the difference between cluster members while maximizing the difference between the means of each group. 



Cluster test – Ta control region 

• Are members consistent 
within each cluster? 

• Average 850hPa Ta at 
onset in green box for 
each member (box and 
whisker) and cluster mean 
(bar). “TA region” agree 

• Are clusters 
similar at heat 
wave onset? 

Lee and  
Grotjahn  
(2015) 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
   To test the clustering, we checked how similar and how different the clusters were in regions where we expect similarity and difference.    This example is at the onset time and centered on the anomaly region near California. The box and whiskers have a lot of overlap as expected. The second reanalysis shows that the results are not notably different in the ‘better’ ERA-interim data; note that we use NCEP/NCAR to go back a little further in time and pick up several more events in each cluster. Box and whisker plots compare area average values in the regions, levels, and times for the indicated anomaly fields shown in green rectangles for each cluster mean. In each box-n-whisker plot the left pair is for cluster one and the right pair is for cluster two. In each pair the left member is calculated from the ERA-interim reanalyses while the right member is calculated from NNRA1 data. Each box brackets the middle 50% while the horizontal line within the box is the median value. Whiskers connect the highest and lowest values. Panel labels indicate level, time before onset, north latitude range, and east longitude range. 



Cluster test – Ta difference region 

• Are members consistent 
within each cluster? 

• Average 700hPa Ta at 1 
day lead in green box for 
each member (box and 
whisker) and cluster mean 
(bar). No overlap. 

• Do members 
of one cluster 
separate from 
the other 
cluster? 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Similar to the last slide, but at a time in a region where we expect a difference between clusters. The time is 1 day before onset. There is a pre-existing hot spell in NW US and SW Canada in the right group but cooler than normal temperatures in the left group. The pre-existing NW hot spell is one of the primary differences between the clusters. The members within each cluster are quite consistent. There is no overlap between a member of one cluster and a member of the other cluster.Figure 8 Box and whisker plots comparing area average values in selected regions, levels, and times for the indicated anomaly fields shown in green rectangles for each cluster mean. In each box-n-whisker plot the left pair is for cluster one and the right pair is for cluster two. In each pair the left member is calculated from the ERA-interim reanalyses while the right member is calculated from NNRA1 data. Each box brackets the middle 50% while the horizontal line within the box is the median value. Whiskers connect the highest and lowest values. Panel labels indicate level, time before onset, north latitude range, and east longitude range. 



WAF 

• Z500 and WAF500  
• WAF from higher 

latitude in cluster 1, 
subtropical in other. 

• (WAF = wave 
activity flux. Similar 
to a flux of multiple 
forms of energy. 
‘Instantaneous’ 
formulation used: 
Takaya and 
Nakamura, 2001) 
Lee and Grotjahn (2015) 

Cluster 1 Cluster 2 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This figure shows composites of (contours) geopotential height anomaly and (vector) total horizontal wave activity flux for the two clusters at 500 hPa. Shading indicates consistency of geopotential height anomalies within the cluster members. (At least 2/3 must have same sign to be shaded.) Wave activity fluxes are plotted only when at least one of zonal and meridional component has the same sign in more than 2/3 the cluster members.     The pre-existing ridge over SW Canada/US border is quite apparent in cluster 2, whereas a trough is there in cluster 1.      The WAF vectors are less informative than we expected. However,      There is some tendency for the WAF to come from a higher latitude in crossing the  Pacific and amplifying the ridge locally.    There is some tendency for the WAF to be more zonal or maybe an arc across the Pacific in the cluster 2, with a connection to the subtropics of Asia, the WAF building the ridge on its southern side. Contour interval is 20m.



Differences of 
the jet stream 
• Subtropical jet 

extension: longer 
cluster 1 trajectories. 

• Local flow weaker in 
cluster 2 

• Jet streak 
accelerations imply 
upper level 
ageostrophic winds 
convergence (thus 
sinking below) 
 

Lee and Grotjahn (2015) 

Cluster 1 Cluster 2 

• thick contour: total 
wind; wind anomalies 
use shading and thin 
contours. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Composites of: total zonal winds in thick contours are plotted with anomaly winds indicated by thin contours and shading. Anomaly values are plotted only when 2/3 of cluster members have the same sign.      For cluster 1: the Asian subtropical jet tends to be extended eastward into the eastern north Pacific. The faster motion of trajectories across the Pacific is consistent with this. In the jet exit region one expects ageostrophic northerlies that seem consistent with the areas of sinking beneath.     For Cluster 2 the jet is extended, but much further north, consistent with that pre-existing thermal anomaly in SW Canada, and sinking on its N side. There is a little jet streak which is also consistent with the sinking seen off the coast. Positive anomalies are shaded with lighter grey and negative anomalies with darker grey. Contour interval is 3 ms-1 for anomaly field and 6 ms-1 for total field. The minimum contour of total field is 18 ms-1.



3. Cluster Projections 

Zion Narrows UT © R. Grotjahn 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this section, we use the projections to identify two things: 1) how similar the event is to each type during its build-up and 2) how strong the event is in each type.



Cluster projections (CP) 

• Different levels than 
cluster analysis  
– to match model data 
– same cluster members 

• Procedure:  
– 500 hPa zonal wind at 2 

days lead, 850 hPa 
temperature at 2 days 
and 1 day lead over 
150W-100W, 20N-60N 
domain. (purple) 

– Calculate projections 
between each event for 
the 3 field/level/time 
combinations  

– Average those 3 
numbers to get the CP 
for that cluster  Cluster means: Temperature anomaly (oC); 

horizontal wind anomaly (m/s) 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
To illustrate the separation between clusters, we used pattern correlation of three combinations of quantity, level, and lead time. These differ slightly from the fields used to cluster the NCEP reanalysis because we wanted to use the same technique to define clusters in models. Most models provided few levels. We find very similar results using different levels indicating that the clustering is robust since it is not sensitive to the levels used.     The three anomalous fields within the purple boxes for *each* individual event are compared using an unnormalized projection onto the corresponding cluster means shown here, the 3 projections from each cluster were averaged together. Each event has a projection coefficient for each cluster type and that is plotted on a scatter plot next.(-2day zonal wind at 500 hPa, -2day temperature at 850 hPa, and  -1day temperature at 850 hPa) are projected onto their composites of two clusters over 140W-100W, 25N-60N domain, then the average of three coefficients are plotted.



Reanalyses CP scatter plots 

• Red dot for cluster 1 vs blue circle for cluster 2 
• Mixed (dashed lines) when cluster 1 and cluster 

2 differ by < 0.3 

Lee and Grotjahn (2015) 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Scatter plots of the two projection coefficients for each of the 28 events for NCEP-NCAR (24 events in the other reanalyses NCEP-DOE, ERA-Interim). A RED dot marks each event in cluster one, a BLUE circled number for each event in cluster two, and mixed events are marked with a '+' symbol where it is unclear which type best describes those events.      We don’t see a reason why one cluster evolution should preclude the other type, so mixed examples would be expected to occur in the continuum of weather phenomena. For understanding the dynamics, we excluded the mixed types.      The different reanalyses find similar separation, and all events assigned to one or the other cluster are unchanged by using different reanalyses. For individual events, three anomalous fields (-2day zonal wind at 500 hPa, -2day temperature at 850 hPa, and  -1day temperature at 850 hPa) are projected onto their composites of two clusters over 140W-100W, 25N-60N domain, then the average of three coefficients are plotted. 



4. Models 
Simulations 

Barrier Canyon UT © R. Grotjahn 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Do climate models have these two cluster types? Yes. Are the properties similar to reanalyses? Somewhat.



CMIP5 Models studied 

 
Model 

Horizontal 
resolution 

HT vs LT CV Grid # 
Min. Grid 

# 
Mean 

Duration 
Event # 

NCEP-NCAR - - 15 6 4.07 28 

CCSM4 1:288x192 L 4 2 3.75 33 

MRI-ESM1 2:320x160 H 5 3 3.64 33 

bcc-csm1-1-m 2:320x160 L 5 3 4.16 31 

CNRM-CM5 3:256x128 L 3 2 3.87 31 

HadGEM2-CC 4:192x144 H 4 2 4.38 34 

inmcm4 5:180x120 L 2 1 4.64 46 

NorESM1-M 6:144x96 L 2 1 4.04 50 

GFDL-CM3 7:144x90 H 3 2 3.48 29 

GFDL-ESM2G 7:144x90 L 3 2 4.14 30 

GFDL-ESM2M 7:144x90 L 3 2 4.38 30 

bcc-csm1-1 8:128x64 L 1 1 4.24 34 

MIROC-ESM 8:128x64 H 1 1 3.97 30 

MIROC-ESM-CHEM 8:128x64 H 1 1 4.32 25 

FGOALS-g2 9:128x60 L 1 1 4.16 38 

4.08 34 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Historical simulations by 14 Models were considered. The models are organized from highest resolution data (top) to lowest (bottom).     I won’t spend time on the details except some models have higher resolution in the stratosphere and those models performed less well in a prior study of blocking by my co-author.     grid size of data provided; stratospheric representation (high-top versus low-top model); number of grid points (or NCDC stations) associated with the CCV; minimum number of grid points (stations) that need to exceed the threshold to be an event day; average length of the hot spells; total number of hot spells during the 34 summers.     Previous work by my co-author indicated that the higher top (HT) models with a well-resolved stratosphere tend to NOT simulate NAO, PNA, or NAM as well as lower top models. So we tested that for these LSMPs.      Most models find around 1 event/year. Mean duration is also similar to what is observed ~ 4 days.



CCSM4 Backwards Trajectories 
• NCEP/NCAR                     vs                      NCAR CCSM4 
• (longitude and latitude ranges differ) 
• Colors assigned from scatter plots 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
CCSM4 was the only model we had sufficient data to calculate backwards trajectories.    This model can somewhat produce trajectories that separate into two types but clearly, the model has many more in cluster 2 than cluster 1. In contrast, the reanalyses find slightly more in cluster 1 than 2. This model is largely missing events with trajectories crossing the Pacific from W to E.



Models PC scatter plots 

 

Grotjahn and  
Lee (2015) 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are scatter plots of the two projection coefficients for events simulated in individual models. Top left 3 panels were shown before.      Gray asterisks represent the center of each cluster, which is an average of projection coefficients for all events within a cluster; a gray solid line connects each pair of asterisks.     All models have both types, though the amplitude varies quite a bit between models. Most models tend not to separate the two types as much as any of the 3 reanalyses; there is a tendency for better simulation by those models with higher resolution with some exceptions.     The HT models are circled in green. HT models *may* have lesser simulation of the two types, though other factors must be affecting the skill. 



Model LSMPs – Cluster 1 
• NCEP/NCAR   vs   2 popular & lowest resolution models 
• models have weak mid-ocean trough, Ta anomaly onshore    

Grotjahn and Lee (2015) 

Shading: sign counts; 0.7 means 84% of member have same sign 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Maps may help to visualize how the clusters differ in models versus reanalyses. Here two popular models are compared with the lowest resolution model tested.    At onset (bottom row) the models are similar near California because hot days were selected. Leading up to onset they have a cold anomaly in SW Canada as they must to be a member of this cluster.     Where these models differ notably is they tend to develop the temperature anomaly too far inland and the mid-Pacific trough is too weak in this cluster.



Model LSMPs – Cluster 2 
• NCEP/NCAR   vs   2 popular & lowest resolution models 
• Mid-ocean trough varies; Ta onshore – except CCSM     

Shading: sign counts; 0.7 means 84% of member have same sign 
Grotjahn and Lee (2015) 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cluster 2 has the pre-existing heat wave in SW Canada so the models must have that to have a member in this cluster.      A trough is needed in the mid-Pacific again and oddly, the lowest resolution model arguably has that feature better than these other two models. While that cold anomaly is largely missing from this CCSM4 cluster average, the hot anomaly is situated very nicely just offshore in the same model.



5. Summary 

• Extreme California heat waves tend to form two ways 
 

• Composites, trajectories, cluster analyses, all find these 
two types (plus events that are a mixture) 
– Cluster 1: locally-formed T max; strong westerly flow, extension 

east of Asian jet; mid/high latitude WAF 
 

– Cluster 2: expansion southwest of pre-existing max T in SW 
Canada; weak flow; subtropical WAF 

 
• Type found is not sensitive to reanalysis nor projection 

level or area 
 

• Climate models capture both types, but properties & mix 
of types varies.  Tends to be better for higher resolution 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Extreme California heat waves tend to form two waysComposites, trajectories, cluster analyses, all find these two types (plus events that are a mixture of the two)Cluster 1: the max T needed just off the California coast forms locally and rapidly just prior to onset; there is strong westerly horizontal flow before sinking consistent with an extension east of Asian jet; the WAF has a mid/high latitude trackCluster 2:  has a pre-existing max T in SW Canada that expands southwest; the horizontal flow is weak; a more subtropical track to the WAFThe type found is not sensitive to the reanalysis nor projection level or areaClimate models capture both types, but properties (like the strength and LSMP) as well as the relative occurrence of the two types varies between models.  There is a tendency for better by higher horizontal resolution and with a lower top.



Thanks for your attention 
Questions? 
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